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Release „Thespians“ by radiospace.
The debut studio album "Thespians" by radiospace. will be released on Friday, 31 March 2023,

via kappelrecords.

Combining disco and rock as well as funk and synthesizer, the band radiospace. is gaining more and
more notoriety as a newcomer band for their unique groove in the alternative indie rock genre. Now,
together with their new label kappelrecords, they are releasing their first album as a result of professional

studio work with producers Benjamin Knoke and Sabrina
Kuhn (Co). On 31 March 2023, the album "Thespians" with
11 songs will now be released on all known streaming
platforms. The singles "From Under The Floorboards" and
"White Wine" have already been released in advance as
excerpts from the new album.

"Thespians" explores the duality and conflict between the
true self and the persona we present to the world - a
perpetual struggle we humans face as "Thespians" in our
daily social lives, often only knowing how to cope as "actors".
Through the songs on the album we are reminded of the
complexity of our interpersonal relationships, as well as the
personal challenges we face when we are alone with
ourselves: How we can deceive ourselves and become
"Thespians" ourselves by hiding from our true emotions and
desires.
The musical diversity of the album finds recognition in the

songs "Her and Them", "From Under The Floorboards" and "White Wine". With catchy guitar riffs and
sing-along choruses, these invite listeners to join in.

The lyrics were mostly written by band members Sebastián Peña and Adam Meyer-Hubbert. The
composition was done by the band radiospace. which Sebastián Peña (main vocals), Martin Hahn (bass
and background vocals), Adam Meyer-Hubbert (guitar and background vocals) and Bastian Albrecht
(drums and background vocals) also worked on together over long distances. The rest of the production
was done by Benjamin Knoke and Sabrina Kuhn (Co). The recordings were made at different locations by
different people. Finally, Benjamin Knoke (InLine Audio Studios) took over and joined all the audio tracks
together. The pre-mastering was also done by Benjamin Knoke (InLine Audio Studios). The cover artwork
was designed by guitarist Adam Meyer-Hubbert. The album will be released via InLine Audio Studios'
own music label: kappelrecords.
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FURTHER INFORMATION:

Link to the EPK of the band
• Infosheet about the band
• Lyrics
• Photos and logos for use

Web presences of the band:
• Spotify: https://open.spotify.com/artist/7CBbqVldumwMlU10Woi4hD?si=asJdbztAR6q_daFt9vY9tQ
• Facebook: https://de-de.facebook.com/radiospaceband/
• Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/radiospacemusic/
• YouTube: https://www.youtube.com/@radiospace.7453

Link to the artist page of the band
• Player with album „Thespians“
• More informations about the album
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